ASSIGNMENT 27

Convert the given sentences, **beginning/ending as instructed**, so that the meaning remains the same.  **[Point out why, if it is not possible.]**

1. The art exhibition has been inaugurated by the Mayor of the town.
   The Mayor ___________________.

2. Rajesh has sold the old bicycle for 700 rupees.
   The old ____________________.

3. The father had been pacifying the crying infant till the mother returned.
   The crying infant ____________________.

4. The solutions have been shown today through a video lecture.
   _______________________________ solutions.

5. Since morning, Rupa has been studying the notes for the final test.
   _______________________________ Rupa.
6. Before the invitation came, Ramesh had gone to Delhi.
   __________________________________________Ramesh.

7. The police has caught the thief with all the stolen ornaments.
   The thief ________________________.

8. By whom have you been taught to read and write?
   Who ____________________________?

9. Has his boss give him a raise?
   _______________________________ boss.

10. They have not yet found him guilty of fraud and embezzlement.
    He ____________________________.

11. She has been reading the thick book for a week.
    The thick ________________________.

12. The little boy next door had been bitten by a huge brown dog.
    A huge ________________.
13. The loud noise of firecrackers has been frightening the horses.
   The horses ____________________.

14. The cat has spilt the milk kept for making tea.
   The milk ________________________.

15. It has been licking the ground since then.
   __________________________ it.

16. The cap has been thrown on the ground by the monkey.
   The monkey________________________ .

17. He has been finishing his remaining work quickly.
   His remaining work __________________________.

18. Shipra had sung this song at the annual function.
   This song__________________________.

19. Ramesh had been writing a letter to his father.
   A letter ________________________.

20. He has been painting the picture since morning.
    The picture ________________________.

20. Each night of that week will have been spent with a new book.
    __________________________ night of that week.